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Is a feature-length documentary that explores music’s roots, our emotional bond to music, and its unique therapeutic qualities.   
Heart Beat includes dozens of inspirational and uplifting interviews with cancer survivors, crash victims, well-known DJs, 

musicians, and sound healers, who all testify to music's transformative healing power.  

Science has now proven that certain frequencies, intentional rhythmic patterns, and music can have profound effects on our 
entire well-being, even at a cellular level. 



How about music’s potential to 
transform communities and our 
planet?

Most of us enjoy music…

but have we really considered using 
it as a tool for stress reduction, 
health, and wellness? 



Something is going on…
Music festivals are popping up all over the 
world. It’s a trillion dollar industry. What is the 
incredible attraction to these music events?  
Why are so many people claiming these 
festivals have transformed their lives? 

What is the medicinal, therapeutic and 
communal value of music?   

Is it possible music plays a much bigger role in 
our lives and universe than we understand? 

Heart Beat explores these questions and more. 



Music 
The Universal Language

Why do we connect with music so deeply? 

Why does music bond so many different 
races, religions, and cultures together?



Our heart beat sets the 
rhythm of life

Everything Is Vibration



SOUND FORMS MATTER

Dr. Emoto’s scientific discoveries show us that...

Sound is made visible in Heart Beat's own CYMATICS experiments

Our thoughts, words, music and intentions can affect  

the molecular structure of water and we are mostly made of 

water. 



Music

can shatter cancer cells with oscillating frequencies 

alleviates alzheimer’s, dementia, & ptsd

lowers our heart rate

relieves anxiety and depression

sharpens awareness, memory & cognition

increases dopamine production in the brain

improves our overall health & wellness

is medicine

brings people & communities together 



Meet The Director

After a near-death experience from a 
helicopter crash in 2012, Michael 
discovered a natural source of 
medicine called music. In a life-
changing journey, Michael leveraged 
the power of music to heal his back 
and completely alleviate his pain, 
stiffness and depression just 18 
months after his crash. 
Michael’s mission is to share this 
message of healing with the world 
through this documentary Heart Beat

Michael Boidy



Survivors

MICHAEL BOIDY 
Survived near-death  

Helicopter crash

FELICIA ACCOMAZZO  
Survived Stage 4 Cancer KELLY KELLAM 

Survived 2 Near Death Motorcycle 
Accidents

DEVIN MCClernan 
Dystonia survivor who uses deep brain 
stimulation & vibroacoustic therapy

SCOTT YO RIDER 
Survived Cancer 

who used the healing power of sound & music 
to push through



Experts
ERICK RANKIN 
Frequency Expert | Sonar Specialist 
Creator of Sonic Geometry

EILEEN MCKUSICK 
Sound Researcher | Practitioner 
Author

DR. STEVEN SCHWARTZ 
Doctor of Sports Medicine 
Creator of Vibroacoustic Sound Lounge

JONATHAN GOLDMAN 
Sound Expert | Grammy 
Nominee | Best Selling Author

ADAM MICHALAK 
Sound Engineer | Musician

MICHELLE BERC 
Sound Healer | Heart Math 
Practitioner & Musician



World-Class DJs, Producers & 
Musicians

MOBY

NICK WARREN

OMAR FARUK TEKBILEK

DESERT DWELLERS

DJ DAN

PUMPKIN



Music Therapy & Technology

New state-of-the-art technology allows music to transform your energy and emotions in the 
comfort of your own home or local wellness center.

SOUND 
BATHS

MUSIC 
FESTIVALS &  
CONCERTS

DANCING MUSIC 
THERAPY



MILLIONS ARE TUNING IN

MYLEECE - SONIC ARTIST 
MAKING MUSIC WITH  
PLANTS

TED TALKS ON SOUND

NIGEL STANDFORD’S 
CYMATICS

360,000+ views

6.2 million views
TEDX TALKS: SOUND  
CURES CANCER

4.7 million views

15 million views

LEARNING, HEALING, & 
SHARING IT WITH OTHERS



Take this journey, as we rediscover ourselves, 
our universe, and our connection to everything through sound

What makes your heart beat?



Contact
Michael Boidy - Executive Producer /  Director

heartbeatdocumentary@gmail.com

Sergio Miranda - Executive Producer / Editor

Carol Carimi Acutt - Consulting Producer

serrilmedia@gmail.com

carol@safarifilms.com


